Impossible until implemented: New Zealand shows the way
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The past 50 years have seen many developments in tobacco that we now take for granted but were once unthinkable. In those earlier days, smoking was permitted almost everywhere—restaurants, workplaces, schools and even in the WHO’s Geneva headquarters. Tobacco advertising was pervasive and enticing. Cigarette packs were glossy. Public education relied on occasional posters and leaflets. Health warnings were insipid. Cigarettes were taxed—but not at levels to cause the manufacturers discomfort. A major airline’s response to a 1970s survey assured one of us (MD) that restrictions on smoking in aircraft were technically impossible. Among governments, Cornwall’s dictum about academe domination—“Every public action which is not customary, either is wrong, or, if it is right, is a dangerous precedent. It follows that nothing should ever be done for the first time”—2

The epidemic is still with us, fuelled by counterattacks from a resurgent tobacco industry—but there has also been remarkable progress, showing the art of the possible. And an important lesson we have learnt is that while measures recommended by health authorities are attacked and derided by the industry and its allies as impossible, illegal, ineffective, unworkable and counterproductive, once successfully introduced in one country or state they can be recognised as best practice and speedily implemented elsewhere.
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Tobacco advertising seemed untouchable. Then in 1973 Norway legislated an ad ban, taking effect from 1975.2 The sky did not fall in—and other countries followed. Strong, varying health warnings were impossible—then in 1977 Sweden introduced 16 rotating warnings—and other countries strengthened theirs. Smokefree measures were a hard ask—but several US states and other countries led the way, and Ireland showed that smoking could even be banned in Dublin pubs. In Australia, Victoria showed that tobacco taxes could be increased with popular support and used to replace tobacco sponsorship; while Australia also demonstrated that hard-hitting media campaigns actually work.3 New Zealand showed that with a well-implemented programme, smoking can be successfully banned in prisons.4 Tobacco plain packaging was so fiercely opposed by Big Tobacco that it just could not happen. Then, it was implemented in Australia in 2012, and speedily followed by many more countries.6

And so it goes: impossible until implemented in one jurisdiction, and then the dominos fall.

Nevertheless, tobacco control measures have generally been introduced on a piecemeal basis, each one fiercely opposed and hard-fought. A critically important target remains the implementation of comprehensive national strategies including all the key recommendations from WHO and other health authorities. No country has yet done this—so it must be impossible.

The New Zealand Government’s ‘Proposals for a Smokefree Aotearoa 2025 Action Plan’,6 recently released by Associate Health Minister Dr Ayesha Verrall, sets the tone for a new and innovative approach.7 This differs in three important ways from the myriad plans and strategies released by other governments over the years.

First, it is comprehensive. The proposals include enhancing existing activities, such as mass media, cessation support and smokefree measures, alongside new, game-changer approaches—reducing the number of sales outlets, regulating tobacco products to make them less attractive and addictive (including reducing nicotine to very low levels and banning filters) and gradually phasing out the legal sale of cigarettes by prohibiting sales of smoked tobacco products to new cohorts from a specified date (the ‘Smokefree Generation’ policy). This will be supported by strong compliance and enforcement, increased investment in research, evaluation and monitoring, and community-level action. All this is underpinned by a commitment to eliminate disparities in smoking, building on the leadership, engagement and Māori governance of tobacco control efforts—consistent with the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) Guiding Principles to engage Indigenous peoples in the development, implementation and evaluation of tobacco control.

Second, the targets for further and accelerated declines in smoking are not set, as occurs with so many political targets, for a time when current politicians have retired and can no longer be held to account—but for 2025, as earlier recommended by the Māori Health Select Committee,8 when adult daily prevalence is anticipated to be at or below 5%.

Third, New Zealand is bound by the WHO FCTC,9 where Article 5.3 confirms the tobacco industry’s pariah status, precluding tobacco companies and associated interests from any influence over public health policies.

The programme is ambitious—but if anywhere can get there, it is New Zealand. As their handling of COVID-19 has shown, they have an excellent public health system, complemented by strong non-government and research sectors and a Government willing to prioritise health protection. The proposals will be fiercely opposed by Big Tobacco, along with the usual array of industry organisations, lobbyists, lawyers and front groups, all trying to circumvent the FCTC, to prevent anything that might reduce smoking and to attack and undermine health authorities.10 11 Indigenous sovereignty and sovereign governments. But New Zealand is well placed to resist these pressures. The international tobacco companies are not as powerful there as in many other countries (even though they will inevitably bring in their big battalions); the tawdry tactics of tobacco lobbyists and front groups have recently been well exposed in the media12 13; and even the tobacco companies’ own documents show that nowadays they are having trouble attracting good staff.14

The success of the plan will depend on continuing commitment, robust implementation and adequate resourcing. But if that eventuates, the impact will be seen far beyond New Zealand’s borders. Less than a decade after the impossible target of tobacco plain packaging was achieved, it has been legislated in a further 17 countries, with more to come. If New Zealand sets a precedent with a strong, comprehensive approach, alongside bold but achievable targets, the same course of action will similarly be vastly easy for others.

The proposed plan is of course still just that—a plan. Health organisations, experts and all who want to foster an
environment for future generations to be smoke-free, and to end this entirely preventable epidemic, can play a role. We encourage all our colleagues to show support for the proposals, with submissions at https://www.health.govt.nz/publication/proposals-smokefree-aotearoa-2025-action-plan and continuing action to counter the inevitable opposition from the world’s most lethal industry.

Tobacco kills 4500 people each year in New Zealand, but more than 8 million globally. Minister Verrall and the New Zealand Government deserve great praise for their excellent, world-leading plan. Their exemplar role can be crucial in saving thousands of lives in their own country and millions of lives around the world.
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